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A L A M A N D A  V I L L A S ,  P O O L  &  A D V E N T U R E  

ADVENTURE Info's  

If You find any difficulties to decide Your tour,  
don’t hesitate to find us.  

We will give our best to help you. 
 

ALL OUR TOURS ARE PRIVATE TOURS 
 

So when You ARRIVE at Alamanda Villas 
We love to talk with You about the thinks You like to do! 

 

All the day tours in this book are ONLY 
an example what you can do in an day! 

 

Soon You arrive we design YOUR HOLIDAY! 
(step by step)  

We Like You to Feel Home at 

Our Villas 

ENJOY YOUR STAY  

This booklet  
is to help you with all kind of info  

About; living, tour, sightseeing  
and much more. 

6 / 2022 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 
 
 

In the next 60 pages,  
we give you an idea of the many possibilities Yogyakarta Region has. 

 

Certainly know that we can put together a wonderful day for everyone. 

Attached our Alamanda Villas travel book  

What to see in the region of Jogjakarta /Yogyakarta 
and that's a lot. 

Because Yogyakarta is a region, not a city,  
but the surrounding beautiful cities such as Semarang and Solo  
can also be reached with a 2-hour drive!  
So you can say the center of the province of Central java. 
 

Actually, there is no other region in Indonesia  
where there are so many different possibilities to visit. 
And really for every age and interest group. 
 

History, Culture, Art, Culinary, Hiking, Cycling, Nature, Forests, White 
Beaches, Volcanoes!        Simple exit, or very luxurious nightlife,  

Everything is possible in the Jogjakarta region. 
In this book a very small summary of the possibilities! 

 

(I work  daily on updates, and in your villa you will certainly find  
an even more extensive version on your table.) 
 

Yogyakarta is the culture city of Indonesia 
But it is also an important part of Indonesia's history, 
including the Kraton, the Presidential Palace, and the Bank of Indonesia. 
There are the most Museums in Indonesia, 87 in total. 
 

It is the city of Batik, Handicrafts, Delicious food,  
and old-fashioned Indonesian coziness. 
But also a wonderful mix of modern times, if you need it. 
Here are top very modern Hospitals, Malls, beautiful Cinemas with English movies,  
Restaurants from all parts of the world, Western Supermarkets.  
(yes itself AH, and Walmart!) 
A beautiful new international airport, so you can easily avoid busy Jakarta!! 
 

In short, being here 365 days a year is still far too short to see and enjoy everything. 
(we are therefore happy that more and more of our guests  
for 2, 3 and even 6 months stay come back to enjoy Yogyakarta,) 
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Our Info books 

 

 
 
 

All over the world things have changed after the pandemic, 
also here in Indonesia. 

This means that the information in this book  
is not always completely up to date. 

I wrote the basis of this travel book  
and provided it with the latest information in May 2020,  

 

Since that time local tourism in Indonesia has taken off,  
so that here and there the peace and quiet and whether the prices have changed. 
 

We will therefore be happy to help you make your choices when you are here! 
 

Don't worry our team is super super flexible! 
 

Nothing has to be done, everything can be adapted and changed, right away. 
 

Even if in the evening you say tomorrow we will go there,  
but in the morning you don't feel like it, just enjoy our location,  
and maybe more sense the next day!  
 

In Indonesian it is called Pelan Pelan which means step by step,  
and the word Morgen is Besok which means everything after today also in 100 years!  
 

ps. we appreciate it if you visit our cozy location and stay there, but you already know in 
advance that you are NOT using our tour service, that you report this. 
(some of our guests have family in the area, others have already booked elsewhere, a few 
problems. but it is nice to know that our guide/driver does not have to be on standby for 
you!) 
 

 

Besides that we have the daily updated tour 
book with now more 75 pages of interesting 
visit possibilities in Yogyakarta. 
 

Also find You on your table, the almost 100 
page book about life, habit, and customs,  
here in Central Java. 
But also about everything about products, 
dishes, eating out and much more. 
 

Since the book is not yet completed,  
the concepts are in your villa,  
but we cannot send them in advance! 
 

Special for the guests who visit Alamanda Villas in Yogyakarta.  
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 1  Cost information 
of an “all day” 

or multi-day tours 

Enjoy this beautiful country, with our team!! 
It is best to discover this country together  
with someone “from” this beautiful country. 
Because just in your own country, if you don't know the places,  
you always come  only in the places where mass tourism comes! 
 

We do everything in-house; 
So that you (but also we) can be sure that you go out safely,  
and with an expert good English-speaking driver/guide! 
 

(Our team, will not take you to the commercial, commission paying places,  
as unfortunately is normal in many tourist areas!) 
 

Our team, is permanently employed by us, and receives a good salary, 
and therefore, just like us, are happy to surprise you again and again. 
 

From experience, we have discovered, that the best way to enjoy 100% of your tour  
is with our luxury 6 seater minibus,  
you sit high and have a beautiful view all around you. 
 

(With most tour providers, you sit in a normal passenger car in the back,  
you sit low, and you can't see well ahead,  
and the side windows also give a bad panorama. (Try it at home in your own car) 
 

While we are of the opinion  
that the journey to the site is at least as important as the attraction to be visited. 
 

Often it is precisely the spontaneous stops along the way, 
if you or we see something that makes your holiday special and interesting! 
 

At the same time, your personal driver is also a tour guide trained by me.  
All our staff speak excellent English! 
 

Our tour prices always include a luxury mini bus, (even if you are alone or with 2 people!) 
all costs for transport such as petrol and parking fees. 
Your guide will also ensure bottled water is in the van for the whole day. 
 

We are famous for the personalized attention of our staff throughout your day tour.  
He or she will also regularly surprise you with local snacks and drinks. 
 

We are happy to show you the real life of Java 
and regularly visit individuals who make local products. 
We think it's normal that we give them an extra pocket money 
for these visits, this is also included in your tour. 
 
 
 
 

Indonesia is a difficult country when it comes to insurance and liability. 
We therefore assume that all our guests  

who use our services have good travel insurance. 
This also applies to the attractions to be visited, and temples etc. 

A full day with our team is 700,000 Rp.   45 €  /  49 $ 
A morning our afternoon tour is 400.000 Rp. 32 $ / 27,50 € 
Morning is between 07.00 and 13.00 Afternoon is between 13.00 and 19.00 

Since all our journeys are 
personal, 

and everyone has their own 
interests and wishes, 

we have a fixed daily rate 
for a tour that usually lasts 

about 10 to 12 hours. 
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From one side to the other side  

of the region is  70 km 

This book actually contains 2 parts, 
The first part gives you an idea  

of what you can do in a day,  And half days visits. 
 

So they are really just ideas  
and you can always put together your own piece together with us! 

 

The 2nd part are really only short day visits, and workshops.. 
 

(Did you know that Yogyakarta region has more variety to offer as Bali!). 

Alamanda villas Yogyakarta 
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TABLE OF CONTENT 

You will find the following tours,  
in approximately this order in the book! 

 

* Meet the real Indonesia, really 500 meters from your villa,  
 and enjoy a walk or E bike tour with our staff. 
* Traditional Yogyakarta old city 
* Enjoy a walk through the old town. 
* Batik is the art of java, enjoy a day all around batik 
* Yogyakarta day is impressive, but fascinating in the dark. 
* Spend a morning with our chef, enjoy the local market, 
 * The smells colors and flavors, and lunch locally with him. 
* Wonderful countryside of Yogyakarta 
* Borobudur day time visit. 
* See the Sunrise in the mountain with Borobudur in the background 
* Prambanan Temple visit 
* Ramayana Ballet in evening behind Prambanan temple 
* Merapi volcano tour and visit 
* Hiking in the Hills at Kulon Progo  
* Visit and maybe swim in the waterfalls of Kulon Progo 
* Make a coffee and Cacao, birds tour at Kulon Progo 
* Tea plantation at Kulon Progo 
* Wild water rafting on the Progo river near Borobudur 
* Relax at the Secret white sand beaches 
* Enjoy the waves, the view at Pragrantrisch beach 
* Visit the hills of Imogiri area, and fruit plantation 
* See sunrise at the hills over the valley of Imogiri 
* Experience the tombs of the sultans like a local Javanese 
* Take a tour of the farmland and visit the special coniferous forest 
* Meet the local live around the Progo river 
* Going down in the Jombang Cave 
* Floating on the river through a Cave. 
* Hang on a Tread "Cable Cart" at Timang 
* Dieng Plateau (full long day drive) 
* Nepal from Java, Temanggung Village tea and Tabak plantation 
* Tea factory in Temanggung 
* Day tour to 
* Day trip to Ambarawa lake and railway museum 
* Day trip to Bandara old dutch coffee factory 
* Visit to Fort van der Wijck in Purworejo, via beautiful beaches coastal road 
*  2 days tour to Semarang 
 

In green is within 1 hour drive from Alamanda Villas 
In blue is between 1 and 2 hours driving 
in red is more than 2 hours drive 
in orange with stripe is more than 3 hours drive 
 

But of course, driving from A to B is not an issue for us 
but we make a lot of stops along the way, planned and spontaneous. 
Enjoy local drinks, snacks and food!       Staying flexible here too,  
if something gives us a reason to change along the way, is always possible. 
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Blocks 
 
* Taman Sari water castle (10 minutes from the Kraton) 
* Flower and tree market (opposite the bird market!) 
* Visit a small-scale home weaving company LURIK* 
* Wayang Puppets performance 
* Wayang Kulit (leather puppet skin) 
* Affandi Museum 
* Plaza Ambarrukmo Mall, or other Malls, and Cinemas 
* The Old dutch Cigar Factory in Yogyakarta city. 
* Go shopping and enjoy the handicrafts at Hamzah Batik Malioboro. 
* Museum Dirgantara Air Force Museum Yogya town 
* The unique collection bikes and motorbikes at Merpati museum Yogya town 
* For the young and old, nice Yogyakarta Zoo Gembiraloka. 
* Alun Alun Kidul, offers the glamours of the night 
* Coffee Joss (Kopi Joss) the meeting point of young Yogyakarta, special fire coffee 
* Have glass of Beer.. going out a night in Yogyakarta 
* Kasongan pottery Village near Yogyakarta 
* The famous Yogyakarta Chocolate at Mongo Factory & Museum 
* Visit the way the make with batik procede decoration on wood in Krebet area 
* Visit Bamboo furniture area 2 km from Alamanda 
* Jogja bay WaterPark for the kids 
* Other smaller Waterparks in the area 
* The sand dunes Parangtritis beach 
* Depok Fish market and ocean fish eating at the beach, (from boat to your Mouth!) 
* Young Durian platage an water reservoir, & viewing point 
* Maria Lourdes Sendangsono Cave in the hill from Yogya 
* Blue lagoon, Swimming in safe part of river, fun for young. 
* Sabina Fruit plantations in Merapi Volcano area 
* Strawberry farm, in Merapi area 
* Exciting surprising diner with dance and music at Raminten. (45 min drive) 
* The Ullen Sentalu Museum in the hills of Merapi 
* The Dutch restaurant on site Ullen Sentalu Museum 
* Funny lake, with underwater photography AquamanUmbul Ponggok 
* Country farm live and small temple tour near Prambanan area. 
* Sri Gethuk Waterfall 
* Bike tours around our area. 
 
Workshops 
 
* Batik Course at Winotosastro old family production in the center of town 
* Make your own silver jewelry under guidance. 
* Join our Chef Richie In the kitchen, for some nice Java cooking tips. 
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    TOUR  1 A               FULL DAY    

FOR YOUR FIRST DAY IN YOGYAKARTA,  
WE RECOMMEND YOU THIS TOUR. So you can know more 

about Yogyakarta, the weather, lifestyles, and culture. 

BEST TIME : + 08.30 - 09.30 

KRATON (SULTAN PALACE)  

The Kraton guide, you will see the house of Yogyakarta’s King and the life inside.  
We will spend our time about 1 hour for this place.  

. 

After that you will have 15 minutes ride with ‘becak’ (pedicab)  
 to see Old Dutch Governor palace that was Presidential Palace for after 

independency in 1945 until 1950 

PASAR BERINGHARJO  
 THE LARGEST LOCAL MARKET IN YOGYAKARTA  

In this tour stop, you can meet and interact with real Javaneses.  

       You can see more about Yogyakarta life style here with antique atmosphere. 
You will find traditional ‘batik’ (traditional Java fabric) , traditional 
wedding attire, tropical fruits, and the aromas from herbs and spices.  

 

Here we love to show you and a change to try / smell the things that you never 
seen before. 

LOCAL LUNCH  

If you like we invite you to try Gudeg (long cooked young jackfruit with coconut milk and 
palm sugar, with rice and ‘tempe’-fermented soybean) 

 or Soto Ayam (Indonesian chicken soup) 
 

*If you prefer some other lunch, we will recomend you some nice restaurants 
with price Rp 20.000 – Rp 40.000 pers. 

FAMILY BATIK COMPANY 

We will visit a small family batik company that active from 1940.  
 This place is located in the old Dutch colonial houses area,  
 built in the early 1900.  
They are nice people (not touristic)  
 who love to teach students to preserve the culture.  
 

In here you can know and participate in batik making processes,  
 from drawing, waxing and coloring. 90 min.  (see also Batik course page   ) 

Follow page 5  Tour can also be split in 1  

Two  ½ Day’s 

TRADITIONAL YOGYAKARTA   OLD CITY 
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TOUR  1 B      afternoon part 

Passing the (old Dutch)  SUGAR-CANE COMPANY 

On the way to Kasonang  we passing , a view nice  short stops,  
like the Sugar– Cane  production,the Dutch had more than 120 sugar 
production factories in Indonesia and 75% of them are still active since 

This is basic set up for the tour.  

We easy switch the items, change with items 

 that you like to see, See our Blocks info. 
like Water-Palace,  Bird market, art galleries, lurik weaving  

and 10 more options.       

After full  day of new experiences, 

we love to drive you home for refresh and suggest you 
to visit our restaurant “Rosella Easy Dinig”  

to try the traditional Java Cuisine in a romantic place.  

A sort visit Krupuk Blek (Indonesian fried cracker)  production  

Kasonang the show window of handicraft production  

      In the same area is Handicraft area Kasongan.  
     Here are the place for pottery and art work production.  
     Some of Kasongan’s products have touched foreign markets  
      and most you see in Bali are from here. 

       Krupuk blek is a very popular cracker throughout Indonesia.  
       In Indonesia, you can get any kind of crackers. Like, seriously. Any kind.   
       From prawn, fish, squid, rice crackers to cassava crackers.   
       They also come in various shapes . Blek is make from Casava 

TRADITIONAL YOGYAKARTA OLD CITY 
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We go silently through the Kampoengs  
(small local traditional villages) 

The rice field, Sugar plantage’s , peanuts , 
Wayang puppet maker, farmers 
and much much more. 
 

We love to visit with you a fruit tree farmer 
Drink some think with the locals. 
 

Show how they make Crackers and  
much more! 
 

With a pleasant speed of 12 km.  
Simple for everyone,  sit, watch  
and drive automatically. 
 

Try it, relax. and also a lot of fun. 

You see and visit places where hardly  
anyone comes 

This wonderfull tour  by E –BIKE   
just behind our house,  takes about 2 hours. 
 

And can be done any time you like, (nice on arriving day). 
 

Our guide will tell you, all about the live on the COUNTRY. 
And you will for SURE enjoy it . 
Flying over the small local roads, on a E-BIKe  
is a great Adventure. 
 

BEST TIME :  Any time in the day 
Best begin of the morning our end of the afternoon (because the sun!) 

Do an 2 hour Tour with our E-bike 
In the area around our house,  

And the real local live!  

TOUR  3      2 hours   ( or ½ Day ) 
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TOUR 4 A    Morning / afternoon  TOUR         

BOROBUDUR  
BEST TIME: 06.30/07.00 (work day) 05.30/06.00 (weekend)  

BOROBUDUR TEMPLE 

MEETING POINT  

To reach the Borobudur temple, we will spend 60 minute on the road.  
 

We have to take the special entry for Foreign guest with special service :  

free coffee, tea, Borobudur mineral water and the clean toilet.  
 

You will spend $20 a person Adult.  $ 10,0 child and student  
(higher price than the locals). 
 

In Borobudur you can meet a good speaking English  
(or other languages) licences guides. 150.000 Rp.  10 $   9 € for full tour. 

They will tell you about Borobudur’s story,  
the spirit and about their local life on site of the Borobudur.  

(We not aloud to guide inside , but can join you, during the walk!!) 
Because the new roles a bout borobudur see info! It is only a walk around the 
Borobudur Temple. 
To Visit the temple, him self the entree is 100 $ a person, including guide! 
 

Usually our guests spend their time at Borobudur about 2 until 2 ½ hour.  

We will give you allllllll ...  the freedom of time.  

We will meet again near the exit for drink at ‘warung’ (small local restaurant). 

We will bring you around the Borobudur Complex about 15 minutes and show 
you the nice spot to take a photo of Borobudur from a distance. You can also 
meet some local farmers at their work and home. 

MENDUT TEMPLE   

on the same site is the monastery of the Borobudur, a beautiful buddist 

monastery, many meditation buildings, beautiful garden, a magical tree 

every day that gives beautiful and fragrant flowers every day.The peace, only 

few meters of the tourists world will surprise you. 

MONASTERY OF THE BOROBUDUR MONKS  

The next stop is Mendut Temple, the temple with a sitting Buddha inside.  

This temple is a quite place. It is really contrast with other tourist area,  

a place of silence peace, and nearly no tourist.  

Most guest usually spend 30 minutes here. 

Attention at the moment (June  2022)  
You can not to climb the Borobudur ,  
only walk around the big temple!  Also not sunrise on the temple, 
See my  long :-) explanation on next page 
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Unfortunately, from April 2022 it will no longer be possible to walk into the temple itself  

during your visit to the Borobudur temple.
 

You can only walk around it in the park, and admire this beautiful building up close. 
The entrance fee is $20 for foreign visitors and $10 for children with a school pass. 
 

If you really want to climb the temple building, it is only allowed to 1200 people per day under 
the supervision of special guides and the cost is 100 $ per person. 
 

I understand your and many are outraged about this. 
Hence more background information about why below. 
 

Because I am friends with the highest Buddhist monk, in charge of the Borobudur and has its modest 
monastery next to the Mendut Temple.   (which we will definitely visit with you!) 
A very interesting man, incredibly humble, and who considers himself a small cog of the world,  
not to mention that he is responsible for one of the great Buddhist temples. 
We sometimes have nice conversations, about what he says it “is a way of life”,  
Buddhist is not a religion! About His teacher, the beautiful temple that he built a few years ago as a trib-
ute to the death of his teacher. He is Indonesian, his mother spoke Dutch, together we sometimes joke 
about the words he remembers about his mother. 
 

He is the man who is also annually on "Hari Raya Waisak", 
always in the month of May leads the great manifestation, commemorating the birth,  
enlightenment and death of the Buddha in the park of the Borobudur. 
 

That is why I can tell you more about the backgrounds of the measures. (mainly caused by the locals 
who during their visit to the temple see it as a play attraction and disrespectful fragility of the temple!) 
 

Due to the rapidly increasing growth of the Indonesian economy, 
more than 100 million Indonesians now have the opportunity to travel.  
And all of them want to visit Borobudur, among others. 
 

This has led to a far too large group of people who are present at the temple  
every day.   
As a result, subsidence and damage of the many images have been found. 
 

So a solution had to be found for this problem. 
It has therefore been decided to raise a financial threshold, to visit the temple, whether this is the right 
decision, yes who knows! The question remains, were there other options!? 

 

We also need to know the other facts and also put ourselves  
in the local situation before we judge. 
 

A. Borobudur is one of the most sacred places for the Buddhist community. 
This community has also been fighting for years against the abuse of Buddha and his image as a decora-
tive item! Everyone understands that if you ask them! 
 

B. Many religions like to protect their shrines from tourist visits. And ask people not to use their reli-
gion as decoration. 
 

But I have reported this development to Japanese guests who come to the temple especially to pray! 
They were very happy with this solution, for the meditation they liked to do on the top of the temple 
would be disturbed, by tourists who probably wouldn't understand their meditation ritual, and film it 
as a tourist attraction.  Wise words, which I now understood and had never really thought about! 
 

For the sunrise we also have a very nice alternative, obviously not as spectacular as the original 
Borobudur, but nice to see and then walk around the temple. 
 

A visit to the famous "chicken churches" is also a nice combination with this day! 
 

So stay positive, see "the beautiful things" and life, 
and leave the negative to others, 
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TOUR 4 B  MORNING 

On side of her house is a small temple, and not tourist location.  

PAWON TEMPLE 

5 minutes from the Mendut temple, live a very nice  83 Years  
old grand mother with her family,  who happy to show you, her 
home business, palm sugar production.  
See how she make palm sugar, and she love to invite You  
for her special jasmine tea and crackers, all home made! 

A SHORT VISIT, TO VERY NICE GRANDMOTHER,  
IN HER HOUSE CLOSE TO THE PAWON TEMPLE  

Time to drive back home, for most of our guests the country roads  
we take,  suprise them about the beautiful nature,  
local villages, farmland, hill, and rivers . 

 Entrance Fee;  Borobudur ticket $ 20 per person 
 

 *You can buy combi ticket for Borobudur/ Prambanan that save $5  
 (these price are  for NOT Indonesian passport) 
 Kids will get 50% discount, and also students  
           (show student card) 
          The combi ticket can only be used 2 connecting day’s! 
 

At home, we a very special  nice lunch is served for you! 
Soto Kudus (a very nice Chicken soup with rice and side dishes!)  including. 
 

Off course if you prefer to have a lunch on the way,  
your guide know the secret places! 

In the same area we have a lot other places we can visit i 

See our blocks info  
That you can connect to this tour in the same area. 

Part two of the ½ day tour BOROBUDUR  
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  TOUR 6    AFTERNOON       ½ Day   

BEST TIME:  15.00 (to see sunset at Prambanan)  

PRAMBANAN TEMPLE 

Around 35 minutes from our villa,  we will arrive at The largest Hindu Temple  
complex in Java, Prambanan Temple & Sewu Temple.  
 

This UNESCO heritage architecture is a special mix both Buddhist and Hindu 
faith.  
The three major temple, the honor of Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma are still intact.  
But, 200 temples around it collapsed because the earthquake in 2006. 
 

In the Prambanan park their is also the  Sewu is an eighth century Mahayana Buddhist temple 
located 800 meters north of Prambanan in Central Java, Indonesia. The word for a Hindu or 
Buddhist temple in Indonesian is "candi," hence the common name is "Candi Sewu." Candi Sewu 
is the second largest Buddhist temple complex in Indonesia; Borobudur 
is the largest  
 

You have plenty of time to look around on your own.  
And we really recommend you to see the beautiful sunset in Prambanan 
around 18.00 (even cloudy, you still can see it).  
Mostly guest spend about 2 hour here.  
 

There is easy to find 1e exit gate in Prambanan area, so don’t worry!  

It is an option to visit the  
RAMAYANA BALLET AFTER YOUR VISIT PRAMBANAN  
on Tuesday, Thursday or Saturday     
(See tour 8 for complete info) 
if this not fit in your program,   
we are more than happy to bring you there  a other day  
for only the show!) 

After full of new experiences,   
It is nice to Have  relaxing dinner   
in our own restaurant “Rosella Easy Dining”.  
300 meters from Alamanda Villas 

Entrance Fee;   Prambanan $25 per person  

*You can buy combi ticket for Borobudur/ Prambanan that save $10  
(these price are not for Indonesian passport) 

Kids will get 50% discount, and also students (show student card) 

          The combi ticket can only be used 2 connecting day’s! 

(not possible in combination with Sun rise Borobudur tour!!) 

SEWU 

TEMPLE 

PRAMBANAN 

TEMPLE 

Here we 

wait! 

 PRAMBANAN TEMPLE 
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TOUR 7 

If you love photography and spend your time with culture and nature vibes,  

but don’t want to spend time and money, inside the temples, we recommend you this tour.  

BEST TIME : 07.30 / 08.30  

MOUNTAIN AND RIVER AREA 

We start  by a wonderful road trough the Rice, River and Mountain area  

BOROBUDUR  
We will arrive at the hill behind Borobudur.  

This spot has a great view of Borobudur temple.  
Than to the Chicken Church on the hill 

Our guide will give you some explanations about it.  
Inculding visiting some local farmers.  

You can interact with the farmers, knowing more about their live & work  

We will see the process of making silver product.  

After that, we will taste a nice local coffee. 

Than drive around the Prambanan Temple complex by car.  

We will also passing the other smaller temples for other spots.  

For lunch, we will go to a nice local ‘warung’ (small restaurant).  

And after lunch, we will go through countryside roads 
passing the Merapi Volcano area and stop at Prambanan temple  

for a nice photo from the bridge..  

BUKIT BINTANG  

IJO TEMPLE   

Going higher again, we will reach Ijo Temple,  

Yogyakarta from high view.  
After that, we will go home that will take about a hour.  

We drive in 30 minutes to 1000 m above sea level.   

You can see the valley of Yogyakarta.  

Short visit  to area’s of Borobudur / Prambanan  
Without entrée the locations only a Photo tour  
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TOUR 8 

Reservation before is highly recommended!! 

PERFORMANCE TIME :   19.30 -  21.30    (only Tue, Thu, and Sat)  
Apr -  Oct : Open air theatre      Nov - Mar : half open air Joglo  

RAMYANA BALLET PERFOMANCE is a traditional  preformance,  

includes all the aspects of Javanese art.  

It telling the story about The legend of Prambanan Temple  
with more than 150 dancers with an amazing Prambanan background. 

This perfomance has the combination of the Javanese diversity in dance,  
drama, and music that can impress you.  

With the theaterical vibes, you can know more Java culture with impressive way.  

We have a very nice ‘warung’ (small restaurant) near Prambanan  

for your dinner, between visiting Prambanan Temple 
and having Ramayana Ballet Perfomance.  

 2  hours evening performance  

Class 1  ( concrete  seats)    Rp 250.000 / € 16  /  $ 17  per person  

Lounge (recommended) soft seats!)   Rp 300.000 /  € 19  / $ 21  per person  

VIP  ( looks nice but to low to see!)  Rp 400.000 / € 28 / $ 28  per person  

Class 2                 Rp 125.000  (mostly students) 

*price can change sometimes by day or event 

*We also suggest You to combine this tour with visiting Prambanan Temple 

 

There is also another theater in the center of Yogyakarta at Purawisata  complex.  
Where every day of the week shows the Ramayana Ballet.  
But it only a short version and with small group of dancers.  
It starts 20.00 1½ hour perfomance. This perfomance cost Rp 275.000/ € 19 / $21  per person 

(not so nice as at Prambanan we not recommended! ). Transport Rp 100.000/ €7 / $8   

RAMAYANA BALLET AT PRAMBANAN 
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JEEP TOUR  on the down area of the Merapi about   2.5 hour  

Merapi volcano is the most active volcano in Indonesia. 
 

To reach Merapi area, we will have 60 minutes trip.  
 

For having a great adventure and explore Merapi Mountain  
with the 4x4 jeep tour.  
 

This tour will take ± 2,5 hour with a good English speaking guide/driver.  
In our way, we will passing the nice view of countryside roads.  

You can also feel the cool wheater when we almost arrive.   
 

With the jeep you will get the great adventure, half way the volcano. 
 

Driving over the  area that was the hot Merapi lava tracks in 2011.  
We make some stops, for photos,  

but also at a house that is still in de situation from the last eruption. 
Feel how the situation was from the interior from the houses in that village.  
 

After the jeep tour, we also visit the small Volcano museum (if you like) that can 
impress you with the complete information about the eruption stories.  
 

For Young & Old this is Education, Adventure and a lot of FUN!  

BEST TIME : Morning  

 The Rent  of the 4x4 jeep  including a very  good 

 English speaking local  guide is  Rp 550.000   35 €   /  40 $.   

We can make it a day tour if you like,  
see our Blocks in this area! 

This is not a hike to the top off the Merapi volcano. 
That is only for very good condition persons  

and is a night early morning hike see our page.  

TOUR 9         ½  Day    

MERAPI VOLCANO JEEP TOUR 
This tour is not go to the top of Merapi Volcano, 

 but show you the result from the last eruption in 2011-2018 
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     TOUR 10      Full  or ½  Day    

COUNTRYSIDE OF YOGYAKARTA 

It only take 30 minutes drive from our villa.  

We will passing the bamboo furniture production area,  
middle of farmland and River Progo. 

If you like, we can have a walk + 2 km on a small road,  
meet only bikes and farmer.  

With fresh wind, you can see vast expanse of rice fields and the mountain.  
In here you can see wonderfull views and interact with friendly local people.  

Our next destination is the mountain (1500 m above sea level).  

Here, there are tea plantation.  
You can help the local to collect your own tea leave,  

drink tea with the people who make it.  
Try the special White Tea! 

If you like to walk up the hill (1800 m above sea level)  

you can see the incredible Borobudur, Yogya city,  

ocean and the smell of freedom! 

The basic intension of this country tour is;  
To show You so much as possible LOCAL PRODUCTS  

We stop a lot, to show you all kind of local products,  

Depence the time of the year, 
 we can visit Cloves oil production.  

We can also see the other local products:  
coffee, cacao, durian, and all kinds herbs ,  

fruit and vegetable that growing here. 
But also to meet the wonderful people that live and do the work . 

TEA PLANTATION  

In our vision, a full day is the prefect choice for this tour,  

but off course , depended your time and interest.  

See the green nature, rice field, rice paddy, rivers, mountain.  
Enjoy the great view from 1500 m above sea level.  
Harvest your own tea at the tea plantation.  
Get a new experience about famous herbs  
and medical plants in the mountain.  

WONDERFUL COUNTRYSIDE OF YOGYAKARTA 
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TOUR 11    ½ Day   

Have a short hiking with a beautiful forest scenery  

and fun swimming in the pool from waterfall!  

About 20 km behind our villa, you can see there is a mountain.  
That place is a great area for nature and adventure activities.  

We will spend about 2 hour for go and back from that place.  
Most of guest are spend their time in this place about 1 ½ hour in this area. 
With this a half day tour. 
We recommend you to combine it with other tours in this area,  

such as Kalibiru view pointing, Sermo Lake, Tea plantation,  
Borobudur or wild water-rafting  

You will get a nice nature walk tracking.  
(if you like, it is  very easy and very cool in the forest! So to do for all our guests  and ages) 
 

Starting from a small house of coffee organisation,  
we will guide you to the area and having a lot of information about plants, 
animals, bird.  
You get a chance to see differend type of coffee tree, cacao tree, and fly-bee farm.  
 

Your guide will serve you some real oranic home brewed coffee,  
and tell you all about the diffened types! 
 

In here, we also like to introduce you, a friend of us, Iman,  
the expert of birdwatching in Yogyakarta.  ( if you intrest in birds) 
 

He have a small training project for local people to protect birds in the forest.  
Imam try to spread the message about how useful the birds are for the 
balancing of the nature.   
We are proud for support this kind of projects! 

 Hiking & visit coffee forest, fly bees project , try the Coffees, the Honey 

The cost and support project/guide Rp 150.000  € 10 /  $ 12  

Waterfall visit entry cost Rp 50.000   € 4     $ 4 per person 

TOUR 11 a     ½ Day   

NATURE HIKING TROUGH COFFEE AND CACAO TREES  
Very close to Waterfall (about 5 minutes)  

HIKING ON THE HILL AT KULON PROGO WATERFALLS  

We recommend you to combine this tour with other bolcks or tours 
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TOUR 12   ½ Day   
TEA PLANTATION 

Nglinggo tea plantation is the only tea plantation in Yogyakarta.  

It is located in the slope of Menoreh Mountain in Kulon Progo area.  
This is not as big as in Bogor, but the panoram is still exquisite.  

We will go about 1 hour to reach that place.  
In Nglinggo you can see the amazing landscape of terraced row  

of tea plants.  
You can feel relax here with the clean and fresh air.  

It is a good place for reducing your stress from the job.  

It is not complete if you not try the tea.  
Feel the relaxing moment with the local tea.  

You can also find the famous tea, WHITE TEA  
that usually produce in a few month.  
 

Most of guests spend  at the plantation about 1 hour.  
For better condition  26o steps, is extra an 

wonderful panorama point what also takes about 40 min. 

You can combine this tour with other blocks or  tours ! 

 So you can make your own full day tour in KULON PROGO AREA: 
• Tour in the forest  

• Clove oil home industries  
• Hiking in the forest 

• Waterfalls 
• Water-reservoir Lake Sermo  

Entrance Fee;   Rp  50.000   € 3    $ 4  per person  
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TOUR 13 

It takes an small hour’s drive westward from the Alamanda Villa’s,  

after 10 minutes you are in Countryside,  
a wonderful nature scenery road to Kalibaru Hill.  

You will immediately notice the decrease in temperature and  

vanishing buzz of motorcycles.  

So here, it’s all fresh, cool air and quiet roads  very much best  
for a retreat from work.  

Past the hairpin turns and up the Menoreh mountain range lies  

Kalibiru National Park, which is built and run by the local residents,  
and is gaining a lot of attention from travelers everywhere. 
 

Unlike most parks that offer the regular outbound activities,  
the rock climbing and tightrope walking at the Kalibiru National Park  

is fully scaled and comes with an amazing view  
from the top of a mountain. 
 

To finish it, the flying fox ends at a deck on top of a tree with a view 
overlooking Lake Sermo,  

and if you are lucky, you might just see the white waves  
of the south seas crashing on sandy beaches! 

We really recommed you to combine this tour  

with other blocks or tours in same area,  
such as Nglinggo Tea Plantation  or The Water  Sermo Dam  

Our wonderful organic coffee plantation and brewery, 
Waterfall our nature hiking and bird watching. 

Entrance Fee;  50.000 Rp  € 3    $ 4  per person  
For  KALIBIRU NATIONAL PARK    

And separated fee for  OUT-BOND ACTIVITIES  

NOT ON SUNDAY/ PUBLIC HOLIDAY  
(the busy time for the attraction and roads)  

KALIBIRU NATIONAL PARK      a half or full day 
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TOUR 14 A     Morning 

PINDUL CAVE TUBING (for EVERY age!) 

Pindul cave is a beautiful adventure site.  

In here you can have an unique experience tubing through the Pindul cave.  
Once you get inside the cave on your tube, it is cool inside.  

The rocks inside the cave is beautiful.  This adventure are safety for every 
people, young and old can fully enjoy with it.  
 

This journey will take 45-60 minutes. You will invited to go along the river in the 
darkness cave (300 m length).  Don’t worry you will get a life-jacket for your 
safety and we also provide you a headlamp. If you come on good weather,  
you will see ‘light from heaven’ which is sunlight over from the top of the cave. 
 

Beside telling you about the legend of cave, our guide will help you to make a 
nice photo, and guide you to have a nice water jump/swim place.  
Here the best spot, when you can feel free to jump like Tarzan! 

Make sure that you dress comfortably for tubing activity.  

WILD WATER RAFTING (OPTIONAL) 

If you want to test your adrenaline,  

we also suggest you to  also join wild water rafting.  

Take about a hour extra! 

This spot are near with the cave. They will bring you there by car.  
An 10 minutes trip to the upper river.   

Than walk 10 minutes and  you will see the wild water spectacles!  
This journey is about 20 minutes.  

So prepare yourself again by tube for the amazing experience! 

BEST TIME : Only on week days  
(weekend is hectic day in Indonesia Families!)  
+ 07.30  Morning : Cave tubing / Wild river Afternoon, White sand beaches  

Cave tubing activity in Pindul Cave is fully organized By   

Entrance Fee;  Entree national park Rp 10.000   0,70 $   0,60 € 
 The cave tubbing       Rp    60.000  4,00 $  3,60 € 

 Wild water rafting     Rp 100.000  7,00 $  6,00 € Follow page 21 

FLOATING ON RIVER THROUGH CAVE  
& RELAX AT SECRET WHITE SAND BEACHES 
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        TOUR 14 B       AFTERNOON 

THE SECRET WHITE SAND BEACHES  

We will bring you to the relax place, secret white sand beaches.  

In here you will find a wonderful white sand beaches  
with nice clean blue ocean water.  

You don’t need to go to Bali to have this great experience.  
 

Their are  6 differend Beaches near eaches other, 

All have their own charme. 

Depence the day, the weather, your preverces we make on the way  

Together with you our choices 

May first have a nice fresh seafish lunch on the beach, 
Than to the enxt beach for, swimming or  kajac  or/and snorkeling 

beautiful waves, a great place for swimming.  
If you like we also can lunch after the Cave on the way  

and have sun set diner on the beach!We will end this journey with a big smile 
and drive you about 2 hour to our villa. 

Entrance Fee;  the beach Rp 10.000 

if you like  rent  Kajak Rp 50.000 / Snorkeling set  Rp 50.000 (optional) 

For this great adventure day, bring some EXTRA CLOTHED with YOU. 

We take care of towels, 

CAVE

RELAX & HAVE ADVENTURE FUN  
AT SECRET WHITE SAND BEACHES 
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TOUR 15 

YOGYAKARTA BEACH ‘PARANGTRITIS’ 

Parangtritis is a beach that famous for King of Yogyakarta ritual.  
It’s about 27 km from our villa.  
So around a small hour drive. 
This one of favorite place for Indonesian tourist  
when they come to Yogyakarta. Parangtritis beach  
are so famous with the big waves and high mountain scenery.  
A great place for chill and hear the sound of the ocean! 

FYI. 

 Indonesia have a total different beach culture with the Western world 

Here Indonesian like to be “White” for their skins.  

So they will use long clothes even in the beach! (go in the water in it) 
In this area real swimming is not possible because the danger  

of the big waves, stream of the Indian Ocean 

Exc. Lunch/dinner in a small restaurant  
If you like to have seafood dinner / lunch,  
we love to help you order from Fish market  
and bring it to a nice small restaurant 

DEPOK BEACH  

Most of our guest are like to combine the visit of Parangtritis beach  
with Depok beach.  
It only 4 km from Parangtritis.  
Here you can meet some fishermans and the boats  
that used for fishing at the night. 
Here you can find, fish market that sell the fresh fish.  
Don’t worry if you want to try it!  
We can bring you to a small restaurant  
that can served a good deliciaces from seafood  
that you see in the market.  
For the complete great moment, don’t let you pass the sunset!  
A great view to close your beautiful day! 

In this area are a lot off other activity’s to do see our blocks. 
Like sand boarding in the dune,  
visit sunflower garden and much more. 
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TOUR 16 A 

FROM ALAMANDA VILLAS DRIVE TO BANTUL BEACH   

We will take about 60 minute from our villa to reach Bantul beach.  

During the ride you can see nature scenery from rice field 

To go to next stop we will drive you down the Progo river. You can see the 
local people who work to collect sand from the river.  

They still do it with the traditional way! 

THE MANGROVE PROJECT   

Include in this tour, you can visit the new mangrove project  

to protect the land from the sea 

LIGHTHOUSE 

Lighthouse is the place that serve the Fisherman to find their way home.  

From the height of the lighthouse, you can watch the southern coastline  
and also a row of hills on the west side.   

To get into this lighthouse, you have to climb the circular stairs to get 
 to the top of the lighthouse. The energy you spend is definitely paid  

for with a beautiful view at the top of the lighthouse. But it not easy! 

LOCAL VILLAGE & BATIK FAMILY HOUSE PRODUCTION  

Making new friends is our hobby and we love to help our guest to make the 
same thing. We will passing and stop all kind of small local village. Meet and 
interact with the local people. Don’t worry Indonesian people are the most 
friendly citizen in the world! We will also go to see the Indonesian culture 
heritage, Batik. We will go to a batik family house production. 

SERMO DAM  

Sermo Dam is a huge lake that use for help the farm irrigation around 
Yogyakarta and water supply in dry season.  

It is a beautiful and huge lake in the hill. A sweet escape place!  
Feel the fresh air and enjoy the nice view .  

We will also have 30 minutes boat tour on the lake  

and make a wonderful moment! 

YOGYAKARTA– COUNTRY VIEW 

 BANTUL BEACHES FOLLOW UP STREAM 
THE PROGO RIVER 
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TOUR 17 

Fun, action, food, nature.  
A great adventure after visit Borobudur! 

This very safe, funny and adventure wild water-rafting on the Progo river.  

It will takes about 3 hours including an great lunch after your adventure! 
 

With a mini bus the staff will bring you, your Captain and boats 

 to up river in a 15 minutes drive.  
Than we will starts the river tour, around 45 min for the FIRST PART.  

You will have a snack and drink break on half way  
this exciting rafting tour. 

After 15 minute, we will continue the adventure for the SECOND PART!  

At the end the mini bus will bring you to the start point. 
 

There is a nice Java atmosphere with a great private lunch buffet.  

It only for your group of minimal 4 and maximal 6 persons. 
 

Because the ballast of the boat we need 6 persons  
(we can ask other guest to join, and / 

our staff can join if you are with 4!)  
  

WILD WATER RAFTING  
ON THE PROGO RIVER AROUND BOROBUDUR 

We really recommed you to combine this tour with a Borobudur tour  

Wild water rafting Progo river (near Borobudur) 

Inc. Staff, transport from Borobudur area to river, snacks, drinks, and big lunch for 6 
person around Rp 900.000   € 58   $ 65  (for 1 boat min. 4 person and max. 6 person) 

It can be nice if you combine it with Borobudur visit tour 
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TOUR 18 

It is a famous tourist attraction,  

so famous that it slowly destroy its own succes 
It is first come first go down,  so long waiting times  

for a 15 minutes photo shot!. 
It means we have to leave Alamanda  

around 06.30 to be on time. 
And going up around 13.00 h.   

We follow our tour after lunch around 14.00 h. 

Jomblang cave is a vertical cave with dense ancient forest below.  
 

A 300 meter alley with its beautiful natural ornament  
will bring you to the edge of Gua Grubug (Grubug Cave),  

a place where you can see light from heaven.  
To enter Jomblang cave,  

we need to master single rope technique (SRT).  
Everyone who wish to do caving in this place  

should use special equipments  

based on the caving safety standard  
in a vertical cave and should also be accompanied 

 by the experienced caving trainers.  
 

This is a real nature and sportive adventure,   

a tour from about 2 hours drive from Alamanda  
and take about 2/3 hours the adventure!  

You can see the most beautiful light inside the cave,   
HEAVEN LIGHT.  

GOING DOWN INN THE JOMBANG CAVE 

 The tracking is done by the local people ,  

and there is a maximum guests a day (75 guests).  

(for every guest that goes down,  

they need minimum 8 men, to help to pull the lines) 

Entrance Fee;  for the Jomblang cave  is  Rp 500.000   30 €   35 $.   

incl lunch   for this 4-5 hour adventure  

This tour normally combine with visit the white sand beaches  
 or the other cave Pintul  tour , but see also our other blocks in the area  
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For Timang is the some story ,as for Jombang Cave 

Because very populair on internet,  every one like to go 
But ONLY 1 PERSON can go on the bridge, our in the Gondola 

It means long waiting times, and by HIGH WAVES it is closed!.  

Timang island is a small island. You have to across ocean to get there.  

It is adrenaline challenge and best experience in whole your life.  
Usually fisherman across to the island to catch lobster using a trap.  

Sometimes it become favorite place for fishing.  
But, to get here you have to collect all your courage to across the ocean.  

This place quiet isolated, not much tourist visit here cause the way so rocky.  
So last part you have to do by jeep ( fee around 300.000 rp.)  

Even, for local tourist.  Not much of them have visit this island. 
 

It is a best place if you’re an adrenaline junkie.  
You should trying GONDOLA at TIMANG ISLAND.  

This “crazy & dangerous” Gondola is very traditional (Old school).  
Trying Gondola at Timang island can lift up your adrenaline.  

You’ll love to try your courage by crossing onto Watu Panjang Island  
on a wooden ‘cable cart’ tied together on pulleys that are not made  

with the usual steel cables, but with fabric rope! 
 

There is another attraction, which also a swing kabel birge to the island.  

It is so challanging because it will not easy to do  

if there is the strong ocean wind.  

FIRST THING YOU SHOULD KNOW!  

The gondola is a simple wooden box equipped with several pulleys and  

nine ropes with no warranties; no one can guarantee that the rope will  
not break or that the gondola is not worn out. 

The gut-challenging gondolas are the only means of transportation used  

by the lobster collectors to take them from the coral hills at Timang Beach  

to the neighboring Watu Panjang Island.  

However, since the last years, many tourists have come to have a try  
on the sensation of danger of riding on a gondola.  

The view served at Watu Panjang Island is of incomparable charm.  

The lines of the Southern beaches, from Krakal Beach to the twin  

Turtle Island at Nglambor Beach, can be seen clearly. 

Rent Jeep, to go last part to Timang’s activity  
who are around  Rp 300.000 for 15 minutes go up and down 
*Bridge and Cable cart are separate activities* around 250.000 a person. 

This tour normally combine with visit the white sand beaches  or the cave Pintul  tour  

     TOUR 19         ½ Day   

HANG ON A TREAD ON ‘CABLE CART’ AT TIMANG 
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TOUR 20 

DEPARTURE   

We depart early morning and drive in direction of Magelang   

where we meet the mountians and take country inside roads  
to drive to Wonosobo.  Where we have a coffee stop and you  

can see the local market with all the product of the plateau. 

Have a great view with farms, hills, and valleys.  

See the sulfur crater and small temple.  
But this worth journey, you will take 4 hour drive to Dieng Plateau  

and 4 hour back too. FYI.  
The roads are small and not all of them in good condition.  

So 25 km/hours is already fast! 

TEA AND COFFEE PLANTATION  

On our way we will drive down the vegetable garden  

and will visit the tea and coffee plantation.  
It a good place to feel the fresh air and take some nice photos.  

4.     HINDU TEMPLE   

The plateau is home of eight small Hindu temples that are among the oldest 
surviving religious structure ever built in Java. In this oldest Hindu Temple of 
Java you will take 15 or 30 minutes to walk around. 

Slowly we drive back to the gate of Dieng Plateau to drive back to Yogyakarta, 
on the way we make some photo stops and time for a local drink and snacks. 

Dieng plateau is marshy plateau that from the floor of a  

caldera complex on the Dieng Volcanic Complex near Central Java.  
It is the longest highland in Java which lays 2.093 meters  

above sea level and  + 15 C. has been the common temperature. 

DIENG PLATEAU on the top 

Around Lunch time we will arrive the Dieng Plateau,  

where you will enjoy the lunch.  
Than we drive to Volcanic area, enjoy the view of the color lake,  

walk to the Sulfur crater (smells not so nice!).  
We will also see a movie about the last eruptions and  

the danger of the invisible gas in the small theater (very interesting 15 minutes film 
about Dieng Plateau).  
Here we will trying fried mushrooms and local potatoes tasting.  

this is long tour from more than 14 h. and lot km.  
 
There are Entrace fee  for ; local area , the temple entry, some stops  
theather ticket,  other atraction you can do. 

DIENG PLATEAU    Full long day 8 h driving! 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindu
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A trip for medium experience hikers with a good condition  and spirit! 

you need good shoes, and some warm cloth because the top is 3 km high  

and cool in the night! 

We will go at 09.00 and have 2 hour drive to Guesthouse in village  
 

There are a short rest and meeting with your guide for the hike. 
12.30 we start from the guesthouse to the Basecamp, by local 
transportation. 

13.00 Start Trekking to the camping area. 
 

Around 18.30 simple but nice dinner. 

After sleep till around 03.30 am ( at the camping!) 
 

04.00 start trekking to the top of the MERBABU volcano. 
At 05.15 we will be at the top to see the sunset. 
 

Weith wonderfull impressions, super photo’s we start to go down hill 
back to the Camping. 
 

07.30 a nice breakfast. ( you will be hungry!)  

08.30 going down hill to the Basecamp  
11.30 arriving basecamp and by local transport back to guesthouse. 

12.30 Depart back to Yogyakarta.  
 

Some times more groups will be do the same climb.  
But all of them have there own Guide who is continue to contact  

with the mountain secure post . 
The weather is something that you can’t plan,  

every site of the volcano has mostly different weather.  

But the best season time to climb is April till  October. 

09.00 a.m. 

 

For the climb himself , 2 day’s and 1 night for 2 person = 1.400.000 Rp a person.   € 86 /$ 98 

Including:  proffesional guide , Porter (1) , Entrance tickets, Dinner, Breakfast, Camping 

Amenities ( Tent, Sleppingbag) Trekking amenities (headlight, Gloves, Trekkingpoll) 

Transport from Guesthouse to basecamp and back 
 

(Can also be done as an 1 full night like the Merapi climb! )  
 

Alamanda support you with; water and snacks  for on the way.  
If more than 2 person we always go with  extra porters for 
your safety, they have radio contact with base-camp! 

HIKING THE MERBABU(OLD) VOLCANO  

      TOUR 21        2 full day’s 1 night 
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Here you can enjoy the great view, fruit plantation  

and the adventure (if you like sport activities).  
Sitting on top of a hill in Imogiri wilderness lies  

the Mangunan Fruit Garden.  
 

After a  short hike up Mangunan, 

 you will reach a terrace on top of hill.  
Here you can see the breathtaking panorama  

of surrounding hills and the Oyo river . 

The best time to visit is at dawn when the clouds  
still appear below where you would be standing.  

As the rising sun shoots beams of light through  
cracks and holes in the clouds – it’s picture perfect!  
 

Visitors can also bring back a variety of fruits picked  
right from the trees in the gardens for a reasonable price. 

  TOUR 23                  ½  Day    

VISIT THE HILLS OF IMOGIRI AREA 

This pine forest located in Imogiri area and close to the beach area.  

Imogiri Pine Forest offers exotic beauty of hundreds of towering pine tree.  
This forest will become famous reddish brown color of the soil,  

the air is fresh, cool wind, and the sun peeking in between  
tree clawing the sky.  
 

Destinations begun to attract local teens at the beginning  
of this year, and since then this destination has attracted  

a lot of travelers, both travelers from Yogyakarta 

or from outside Yogyakarta.  
Our guest usually spend 1 hour for this tour.  

Entrance Fee;  Pine Forest Rp 25.000   € 2   $ 2  per person  
It can be done if you  combine with other tour in South Yogyakarta areara  

PINE FOREST 23 a 
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TOUR 24 

 Imogiri is the official cemetery of the royal descendents from Yogyakarta  
and Surakarta.  
This cemetery located on a beautiful hill about 12 km from Yogyakarta. 
The royal graveyard is reachable by 345 stone steps leading to it.  
( no worries we have permit to use the sultan road  
so our car stop infront of the door!) 
Imogiri is about 17 km Southeast of Yogyakart.  
The tombs are built within three main courtyards.  
This Graveyard is the tomb of Sultan Agung Hanyokrokusumo,  
the third king of the Islamic Mataram Kingdom.    

The fee for entrée the Imogiri King Cemetery  
& rent Java costume, ( not aloud without! )  is  30.000 pers. 

ONLY MONDAY MORNING & FRIDAY AFTERNOON  

Can be done in combine with other tours in Imogiri area , or the bocks 
Pine Forest, Buket Bintang ( viewing point) IJO Temple 1000 m above sea great view, 

VISIT THE IMOGIRI KINGS CEMETERY  
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Taman Sari Water Castle, is the site of a former royal garden of 
the Sultanate of Yogyakarta. It is located about 2 km south within the 
grounds of the Kraton, Yogyakarta, Indonesia.  
Built in the mid-18th century, the Taman Sari had multiple functions,  
such as a resting area, a workshop, a meditation area, a defense area,  
and a hiding place. 
 

Since 1995, the Yogyakarta Palace Complex including Taman Sari  
has been listed as a tentative World Heritage Site. 
One of these island structures was used as a mosque,  
and was only accessible by underwater passage.  
The tiny mosque was only one story, and although basic,  
had all the necessary parts of a mosque including a mihrab, 
 or small niche guiding worshippers toward Mecca.  
 

It is an interesting place to visit and takes about a small hour. 
Local guide love to show you around for about 50.000 Rp. 

3 Flower & Fruit-tree market at the over side Bird Market 

1 Taman Sari Water Castle (10 minutes from The Kraton) 

2  Bird Market   Pasar Pasty Dongkelan  
 Till 2010 the Bird Market was locate in front of the Taman Sari, than it moved 
to the ring of Yogyakarta about 15 minutes by Becak from the water castel area. 
 

Origional it was a real Javanese market,  

from the time that an Javanse men was succesfull  
when he had the 5 mean things House, Wife, Horse, Keris, and Birds 

Thats why it called “BIRDMARKET”. 
 

Now in this day’s you can buy their every animal Darwin ever encountered. 
The opinions of our guest are from “Horible” till “nice we have seen it”. 
If you visit this place you have to understand that the Asian way of take care 
animals is still total opposite the western way of treated animals. 

 
 

    But if you’re interested in petting a few bunnies  
    and watching the locals bargain for a pigeon,  
     it is a market to check out.  

1-2-3 Block to combine Old City 

If you cross the street from the Bird market, you are in the garden of 
Java.  As small but beautiful market with Orchideem Fruit and other flowers 
 

It takes about 20 minutes to walk around here and enjoy the colors. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yogyakarta_Sultanate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kraton_(Indonesia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yogyakarta_(city)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indonesia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
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Visit a small scale Lurik  work weaving company,  
where you can see how they make beautiful woven local handicrafts making. 

( and buy some pieces if you like)  

We prefer a small donation to the hard working staff  and look around 20.000 Rp. 

4-5-6  Block to combine Old City 

For decades, Java and special the old culture region Yogyakarta  
is famous for its shadow puppet industry.  
Still  family’s  keep the tradition of work as wayang kulit craftsmen.  
We know a view off that family’s, very well  
and love to bring you to there workplace. 
 

One is only  1 km from our house and we can walk to him. 
(is not always home :-)  ) 
 

The other one is a small workplace near the Kraton,  
in the very small streets where the staff from the Sultan lives.  
He and his staff are there every day and we love to show you  
what the make and how they make it. 
 

Here we can learn about the types of puppets,  
from raw materials to the final results. 
 

Outside Yogyakarta we also know a view very nice family’s  
that make Wayang puppets from leader, so ask and we take care! 

If you want to attend a piece of a wayang performance,  
you can do that every night in the historical  Sonobudoyo Museum,  
between 20.00 h.and 22.00 h, near the kraton. 
You can walk in and out,  when you like 
And it is nice  walk around the entire event. 
20 minutes is usually enough to see it. 

6  WAYANG KULIT (LEATHER PUPPET) SHOW 
The Masterpiece of Javanese Performance Arts 

entrance fee  is 30.00 Rp a person. Entrance Fee;  Rp 30.000 

5   Wayang  Puppet  

(Sungging Puppet Skin) 
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7-8 Block to combine Old City ar-

Ticket Price 75,000  Rp.   free soft drink & souvenir 

Opening Hours  Monday to Saturday: 9AM - 4PM 
 

It is closed for visitors on Sunday, the first 
Monday in every month and national holidays. 

Visiting Affandi Museum give an opportunity for you to trace all meaningful  
parts of Affandi's life.  You can see the great works when he was alive,  
the works of other painters that he kept, the vehicles that he used in the past, 
 the house where he used to live and a gallery that now functions as a place 
 to educate gifted children in painting. 
 

The complex of the museum consists of 3 galleries with gallery I as the ticket box  
and the starting point of your exploration. Gallery I that was personally opened  
by Affandi in 1962 and was inaugurated in 1974 contains some of his paintings 
from the early time of his work to the late time of his life.  
The paintings most of which are sketches and reproductions are placed  
in two rows - upper and lower - that fill the curved room. 
 

He is really one of Indonesia’s most celebrated artists, Affandi (1907–90)  
lived and worked in a wonderfully quirky self-designed riverside studio,  
about 6km east of the centre.  
Today it's the Affandi Museum, a must for any self-respecting art lover.  
It has an extensive collection of his abstract paintings, the expressionist  
style of which features distinctive brush strokes reminiscent of Van Gogh.  
His car is a real boy-racer’s dream: 
 a lime-green-and-yellow customised 1967 Galant with an oversized rear .  

8    Plaza Ambarrukmo Mall Yogyakarta 
one off Yogyakarta most favotite Malls, just 200 mewters from Affandi Museum 

Plaza Ambarrukmo  is the best  shopping mall in Yogyakarta with a building area of 120,000 m2 . 
Located in Jalan Laksda Adisucipto and established in 2006,  consists 7  floors divided into a shopping 
area with more than 230 tenants and a parking area  Plaza Ambarrukmo is built with a blend of 
classical Javanese architectural concepts and modern interior design.  

https://www.plaza-ambarrukmo.co.id/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shopping_mall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yogyakarta
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The Leaf that Gives Life 
After 1870, foreign businessmen began to come in the Dutch Indies to set up cigar 
factories. Taru Martani was established in 1918 by Mignot & De Block Cigar Company, 
which was headquartered in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. 
 
Taru Martani is currently owned by the provincial government of Yogyakarta. 
Employing around 270 workers, Taru Martani can yield up to 5 million cigars a year, 
70% of which are for foreign markets like the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, the US, 
France, Taiwan, Australia, and Southeast Asian countries. The cigars it has been 
making since 1918, Senator and Mundi Victor, are still in production.  

The old “Dutch cigar  
Factory in Yogyakarta  

(1918 is still working) 

Only on working day’s   (takes about a 1 hour.) 

BEST TIME : morning between 09.0 and 11.00 or 13.00 and 14.00   

9 Block to combine Old City area 

Entrance Fee;  Rp 30.000 
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10 Block to combine Old City area 

is at km 0 the heart of the city 

This beautiful store, where your eyes are short, to see everything. 
One of their greatest success is that everything is priced. 
The prices are very favorable.  
(also a good place, to build knowledge for the rest of the holiday,  
to be able to negotiate well!) 

Plan at least 1 hour before this visit. 
 

Unique for asian you can touch, feel, smell and then just put 
everything back without a salesperson bothering you. 
And if you like something, you can pay at the end of your visit! 
 

Hamzah Batik (old name Mirota Batik)  
is the most complete souvenir shopping center in Jogja located  
on Jl the Malioboro street area  precisely in front of  the Brengharjo market.  
 

This place is the right destination if you want to buy various types  
of unique Jogjakarta handicrafts such as various objects made of batik, 
puppets, statues, miniature temples, bracelets, necklaces,  
even children's toys  that have a Jogja theme are also available here. 
 

When entering this wonderful shop,  
the first impression that visitors feel is to smell  
as fragrant as the aroma of the flowers and incense being burned.  
For those who first entered, it may be heartening to hear that there  
are Javanese traditional rituals, but every day the atmosphere is like this.  
This concept is a strategy to give the impression  
of a very thick Javanese culture to every visitor  
 

By entering you will see a large collection of batik clothing  
from men's, women's to children's , sarongs, herbs and more.  
You can observe how the process of drawing traditional batik motifs.  
 

For those who want to buy souvenirs or unique objects, go to the next floor.  
you will pass a stairs that is lined with several ancient ontel bikes,  
some miniature Hindu and Buddhist statues.  
For sure you will be fascinated by the many unique objects typical of Jogja  
such as various miniatures of temples, puppets, miniatures of  
ancient palace trains, unique sculptures of various shapes from wood,  
stone and ceramics, bags made of batik and leather,  
objects ancient objects made of bronze and many more.  
 

On the top floor there is a small Raminten culinary center  
where visitors can enjoy a variety of food and drinks ,  
Also here your eyes will go around, and around! fantastic. 
 

The Owner of Hamzah Batik is a very creative men with great 
feeling of athmosfhere and art. 
He also owns the famouse restaurants Raminten,  
in town and near the Merapi volcano. 
On the top floor of his shop in Jl. Malioboro, there is 
every Thursday, Friday, Saturday, a great music lip sing   
Cabarette show, done by a group of enthousiast  amateurs. 
 
Open daily from 09.00 am  till 09.00 pm 7 day’s a week. 

If you ask OUR TEAM WHERE TO GO FOR SHOPPING SOUVENIERS 
WE WILL TELL YOU    “HAMZAH BATIK “ 

at the begin of the Malioboro street opposite the Fort Vredeburg! 
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Museum Dirgantara Air force museum 

Dirgantara Mandala Museum, officially known as the Central Museum of Indonesian Air Force, 
 is a central museum of the Indonesian Air Force.  
The museum displays historical exhibits related to the history of the Indonesian Air Force.  
The museum is located in the complex of Adisutjipto International Airport .  
The Museum has a comprehensive collection of aviation in Indonesia,  
from early biplanes to modern jet engines.  

11 Block to combine Old City area 

His hobby is collecting antique and rare motorcycles.  
Harley Davidson Sportster made in 1959, one of them.  
That is the collection of David Sunar Handoko the owner.   
on Jalan KH Ahmad Dalhan, Jogja City. 
The house looks simple. Inscribed with "Merpati Motor",  
this building is like a house in general.  
Who would have thought when the door of the house was 
opened,  
Your eyes would be spoiled by hundreds of antique motorbikes.  
Not less than 300 units of antique brands  are neatly arranged. 
More than 1.000 antique Dutch bikes and much more. 
 

30 minutes is enough to visit this place very close to the Kraton. 

Visit a Private at  home  collection of more than 1.000 Old dutch bikes, 
Motorbikes and Motors At  the Merpati Motor Museum  

12 Block to combine Old City area 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indonesian_Air_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adisutjipto_International_Airport
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13 Block to combine Old City area 

Opening hours     09.00-17.00 
The entrance fee is pretty cheap:  
only IDR 30,000 per person (children under 3 years old are free)  
For which you get a complete, clean, and comfortable day out. 
 

The train which goes around the park.  
A one-stop ticket only cost IDR 5,000, Multi Stop costs IDR 30,000 
All prices are relatively cheap, ranging from IDR 10,000 - IDR 20,000 per lap. 

Gembiraloka is a zoo located in old city 
Yogyakarta, The zoo was built in 1933 in order 
of Sri Sultan Hamengkubuwono VIII. Initially, 
Gembiraloka Zoo was built for mostly 
entertainment purposes,  
as can be derived from its name:  
meaning Happy Place  
(Gembira means happy and Loka means place).  

However Sri Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX  
changed it in to a wildlife preserve  
and public zoo. 
 

So what's in Gembiraloka Zoo?  
There are various wildlife animals or plants, 
such as:  
Mammals (Sumatran Tiger, White Tiger, Camels, Honey Bear, Orang Utan, etc.),  
Birds or poultry (Parrot, Eclectus Bayan, Wreathed Hornbill, Green Peacock, etc.), 
Reptiles (Tree Monitor/Lizard,  Frilled Dragon, Komodo, etc.),  
Amphibians (White Lipped Tree Frog, Pacman Frog, Tomato Frog, etc.),  
Fish (Discus Fish, Piranha, Niasa, Giant Arapiama Fish, etc.)  
and lots of plants and trees, such as: Palm Oil, Secang, Kesambi, etc. 
 

Moreover, there are other things to do:  
Catching Fish Arena, Fish Therapy Spa, Elephant Riding,  
Camel Riding, Banana Boat, Water Bike, Water Scooter .  
 

For those who are tired of walking you can take the train  
which goes around the park. and you can go around   
Gembiraloka Zoo without walking . 
 

For those who feel hungry, there is  a Food Court beside the exit door,  
but there are also some small restaurants scattered around the park.  
At several spots you can buy souvenirs too.  
 

Most of the animals in the Zoo are endangered species which  
will be extremely difficult to see in the wild,  
but another reason to go here is the park itself.  
The park is in fact the only green area in whole of Yogyakarta  
and is very well maintained.  
Lots of labeled trees and exotic plants make walking  
around here a treat. 

Gembiraloka Zoo  
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14-15  Block Alamanda area (family 

The flickering lights coming from the lanterns in this place 

 looked like colorful rainbows.  
That is the reason why this park is called Taman Pelangi. (rainbow park).  

We can find various types and shapes of lanterns in Taman Pelangi, starting 
from the shape of animals, plants, cartoon characters, Tugu Putih miniature, 
Eiffel Tower miniature, and even the faces of Indonesian leaders.  
 

This place is just 10 minutes drive from Alamanda villa. And this attraction is 
popular in the nighttime. 
 

Taman Pelangi is very suitable as a place for traveling with family. 

Because besides being able to see the beauty of colored lanterns,  

in this place we can also find various children's games.  

This time there are cool places for you to like that selfie photo Upside Down 
World Jogja. What makes this place to be a mandatory destination  you visit 
during vacation in this student city? 
 

Have you ever seen a friend’s photo on your social media,  

posing upside down in a room?  
Interesting of these new tourist attractions indeed are  

we going to take pictures like we’re upside down in a room.  
 

This place is designed in such a way that it is as if we were in  

the room upside down.  
For those of you who like to upload a photo to instagram or  

other social media, this place is a good recommendation for you.  

It only take 15 minutes drive from Alamanda.  

Upside Down World Jogja Entrance Fee;   

Adult : Rp 50.000   €3,50 /   $4     per person   

Kids :   Rp 30.000   €2     /   $2,50  per person   

14 RAINBOW PARK : TAMAN PELANGI  

15            CREATE REVERSE PHOTO:  
UPSIDE DOWN WORLD JOGJA 

http://www.vaddge.com/travel-in-de-mata-and-de-arca-jogja/
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16-17-18   Block to combine Old 
City area 

is at Alun Alun Kidul the heart of the city 

Many local young people go here to relax,  
eat many street eateries,  
and sit on mats on the lawn eating and enjoying  
the spectacle! 
 

from driving around in illuminated bicycle cars  
with loud music. 
Another attraction is to rent a blind cloth and try to walk  
through the 2 sacred trees (Masangin).  
Formerly this was part of a ritual, now a game. 
take 1 hour for this visit. 

Hire of Trapauto with lighting 50,000 rp for 1 round 
blindfold 10,000 Rp 

Let’s Drink Charcoal Coffee In Indonesia 
 

The favorite hot drinks is Kopi Joss,  
coffee offered with hot charcoal plunged in it.  
Some people said they found caramel taste,  
because hot charcoal burn the suggar.  
The benefits of such coffee is lower level of caffeine  
after being absorbed by the charcoal or activated carbon.  
It was was resulted from a study done by some students  
of Gadjah Mada University who often hang around there.  
 

 Let’s get one thing straight:  
kopi joss is no fancy term for a drink  
served in an artisan craft roaster space.  
No, this is coffee served in side-of-the-road food stalls.  
Coffee with a red hot piece of coal dunked in.  
 

Vendors open around 4:00 pm,  
making kopi joss an evening beverage  
(and allegedly, the charcoal absorbs some of the caffeine).  
A cup will run you 20 to 40 cents in US dollars. 

Of Course Yogyakarta is a region with about 3 million people  (half million students) 

So their is a good night live,  
 

we have all kind of bars,   
I by my self like “Sakapatat” a Belgium bar, not far from our house,  
or Liquid Bar and Kitchen 
But i have more than 10 on my personal list and much more bars and rooftop bars in my  info at home! 
 

Disco’s, 3  at 2 km from our house, the most famous is Boshe  opens from 22.00 till 04.00 am) 

18 Have a glass of Beer or.. Going to a bar in Yogyakarta 

16           Alun-alun Kidul offers the glamor of Jogja at night 

17   Coffee Joss  (Kopi Joss) the meeting point  in Jogja old town at night 

https://sprudge.com/hell-charcoal-coffee-found-indonesia-67671.html
https://www.facebook.com/liquidbarandkitchen/
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Kasongan village is a residential area of kundi, or jars or gundi,  
which means people who make a kind of pitcher, gendi, cauldron,  
and other things classified as kitchen equipment,  
as well as decorative items made of pottery or clay. 
 

Rows of show rooms or gallery houses offer pottery and other materials  
such as jars, flower pots, decorative lights,  
miniature (pedicabs, bicycles, cars), various bags, sculptures,  
souvenirs for brides, as well as attractive decorations for at home. 
 

One of the legendary statues in Kasongan is the statue of Loro Blonyo.  
Loro Blonyo is a statue of a pair of brides  
who are believed to give good luck if placed inside the house.  
We can find this statue in various poses.  
This statue was first introduced by the Loro Blonyo Gallery,  
which was adopted from a bride statue belonging to the Kraton Yogya . 
If you are interested in knowing more about the process  
You can see the process of making pottery in several production houses. 

19     Block to combine Old City area 
15 minutes from city centre drive 

Kasongan Pottery Village Yogyakarta 

https://gudeg.net/id/directory/12/61/Kraton-Yogyakarta.html
https://gudeg.net/direktori/582/desa-wisata-gerabah-kasongan-yogyakarta.html
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44  Mongo Chocolate Museum 

20 –21  Block to combine Old City area 
About 15 minutes from Kasonang pottery 

Learn everything you ever wanted to know about chocolate!  

Visit our factory and follow each step of the production process,  

start from the bean until it becomes real chocolate.  

You can even learn to be an apprentice chocolatier yourself  

and make your own chocolate creation, or taste and compare  

different kinds of chocolate drinks.  

 

Visit our Kedai Chocolate, which is Indonesian for Café,  

and try our hot and cold chocolate drinks,  

inspired by our traditional recipes and prepared from real chocolate. 

The drinks come in different percentages of cocoa,  

to meet every chocolate lovers taste!  

21    Block to combine Old City area 
About 15 minutes from Kasonang pottery 

 10 min from Mongo chocolate 

Batik with Wood Media 
Batik we know is drawn on cloth, but in the small village Krebet Hamlet is on wood. 
The batik produced by the residents of Krebet Hamlet is wood as a medium  
to make batik so they can produce high-value beautiful works  
that are in great demand by domestic and foreign tourists.  
  
The process of making batik with wood will certainly require its own skills,  
different from making batik on cloth.  
Because the pattern is made manually, not printed,  
making batik with wood requires a high level of accuracy.  
The wooden batik motifs made by the residents of Krebet are like  
the parangrusak motif, parangbarong, kawung, garuda, sidorahayu,  
sidomukti, and other motifs. 
  
Various craft products produced,  such as masks, puppets, cupboards,  
Household accessories, wooden statues, jewelry boxes,  
wooden batik ornaments with prices ranging from cheap to millions.  

21   Batik produced on wood  in Krebet area  
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22-23             Block   
This village is 10 minutes from  

Alamanda in direction Country side  

The making of bamboo handicrafts in Sendari has been a declining activity.  
Local residents use bamboo as a craft material because in this area  
there was a lot of bamboo.   
Sendari Village is a bamboo crafting village besides Cebongan Village.  
The majority of the population was working as craftsmen,  
but currently only a few families remain craftsmen  
due to capital and raw material constraints. 
Crafts produced , are like lincak, bed, chair, table, gazebo, and so on.  
 

The village is near a nice water irrigation system from the colonial time. 

23     VILLAGE TOUR WITH OX CART GEROBAG SAPI 

Alamanda Adventure offers many means of transportation, 
 to the real getting to know life in Java;   walking tours,  cycling,   
our new electric bike tours, motorcycle tours,  
of course very successful tours with our luxury mini buses. 
 

However you explore the environment, one of us will always guide 
you and explain what you see! 
 

Another alternative way is a trip of 2 hours with an original 
GEROBAG SAPI (Ox Cart). slowly over the local roads,  
enjoying the view.  
A nice idea for small groups  
but also for family with children, something different. 
Of course we provide appropriate local clothing  
during the trip! 
 

In view of the preparation of Os and Wagen,  
you must inform us about this so that we can approach the 
local farmer for this trip! 

Costs are around 650,000 Rp 40 €  45 $.  

for more than 2 hours of rural travel.  
incl transport by us from and to the location + 15 minutes drive. 
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24   JOGJA BAY WATER PARK  

This is the biggest and most professional full day waterpark  

for kids but also for young adults.  
It has nice swimmingpools, extreemly sensation waterboms,  

surfing waves and much more.  
Jogja Bay Waterpark is the only waterpark in Indonesia  

with pirates theme that combine Javanese and European touch. 

24      Block Alamanda area (family fun) 

But this place has a higher entrance price, than most  

Waterparks in Yogyakarta area,  but is big and fun for ALL!  
 around the Rp 120.000 and Rp 100.000 for under the 110 cm!  
It is not far from our villa, only take 15 minutes drive.    7.50 €   8.50 $.   

 OTHER MORE SMALLER WATER PARKS IN AREA  

Grand Puri Water Park 

CitraGrand Mutiara Waterpark Yogyakarta 

Balong Waterpark 

Galaxy Waterpark 

Very Nice Yogyakarta ZOO 
And adventure 

ALAMANDA VILLAS 

Entrance Fee;  around 20.000 Rp. 1.25 €   1.40 $.   
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This is 45 minutes drive from Alamanda, near the Parangtritis beach. It is 
special becase asian beaches normally have not sand dunes, so it become 
special for people from Asia.  

Enjoy the sunset with a barefoot walk on the sand.  

Feel the calming wind and relaxing your mind.  
If you interest, you can also try a fun sandboarding activity.  

You will slide from a height of about 5-7 meters.  
Your adrenaline will soon be driven by lightning. Wush!  

After sliding once, you might be addicted and want to go up to the top  
of the desert to glide again. You can also try to melt again in various styles.  

Entrance Fee;   Sand Dunes cost Rp 25.000   €2 /  $2  per person  
For rent sandboard  + Rp 75.000    €5 /  $6   per person   

25          SEE SAND DUNES  
          PARANGTRITIS BEACH .  

GUMUK PASIR PARANGKUSUMO 

25  -26   Block south side Yogyakarta 

It can be done if you  combine this tour with other tour in Yogyakarta beach area  

26          PARANGTRITIS BEACH .  
DEPOK FISH MARKET  

AND FISH EATING ON THE BEACH  

After getting tired of traveling in Parangtritis you are certainly hungry, right?  
Or maybe you really have from home intended to look for seafood fish?  
Well, it seems that at Pantai Pepok is the right answer. 
Aside from being a beach tourist spot, now Depok beach  
is more famous for its taste of seafood fish culinary tourism.  
Various types of sea fish are available here, there are skipjack,  
white snapper and pomfret, crab, shrimp, stingray, grouper,  
cucumber, layur fish, and squid, even sharks also exist.  
 

We bring the fish to a small restaurant on the beach,  
and they prepare the fish, like you wish!  
A great lunch or diner for a very reasonable price! 
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DURIAN PLANTATION (young project!) 

The location of this water reservoir is on the strategic location, because it is in the 
middle of tourist route of Borobudur Temple, so it is expected that tourists can stop for 
agro tour.  

The aim of construction of ‘embung’  
(water reservoir) is to irrigating the surrounding agricultural area also provides 
water supply for durian farmland around the embung.   

Durian planted in this area are 3000 seedling from the varieties  

Menoreh Yellow and Jambon. 
In here you can see the beautiful sight from ‘embung’ and taste  

the one of national superior durian (you can only taste them during the season) 

On December 14, 1904 Father Van Lith baptize ago 171 local residents  

with water from the two trees sono, including Mr. Barnabas as the  

first catechumens.  
Twenty-five years later precisely December 8, 1929 Sendangsono officially  

declared to be a place penziarahan by Father JB Prennthaler SJ. 
 

Statue of Virgin Mary in Sendangsono presented by the Queen of Spain  

who was so hard it lifted rollicking ride from the village  

by people Sentolo Kalibawang.  
In 1945 the Indonesian Catholic Youth opportunity pilgrimage to Lourdes, 
from there they brought the rock where the Virgin Mary apparitions  

to be invested under the feet of Our Lady Sendangsono as relics  

so-called Cave of Maria Lourdes Sendangsono Sendang Sono. 
 

When about to go home, do not forget to take water sendang  

by way to the water taps on the right side of the river.  

Bringing home water and drinking it, is believed to bring blessings.  
By bringing the water, the reflection and the requests that  

were delivered during the worship will be more complete. 

Around the cave there are  Maria souvenier shops and water take  

away shops like you are in Lourdes! 

Maria cave  free entry, but better you give your donation 
It takes about 30 minute to visit (If you not join the worship) 

Durian Plantation and Lake entance cost Rp 25.000  € 1.5    $ 1,5 per person 
We are really recommend you to combine this tour with other tours  
in the same area 

28      MARIA LOURDES SENDANGSONO  
CAVE INN THE HILL 

27               YOUNG DURIAN PLANTATION  
WITH WATER RESERVOIR VIEW POINT 

27-28       Block to combine (Borobudur) 
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On the way  to the Merapie Volcano (or on the way back off course!)  
There is a nice place stop for the kids to swim in the very clean and clear river,   
A small kids fun place with bamboo ships and tower,  
and a dam in the river so nice to swim, they call it BLUE LAGOON.  
(Nice for a 1 h. Stop) with kids. 

29                  “Blue Lagoon”  
for the young ones fun and swimming  

29-30   Block to combine Merapi volcano 

30          Sabina “Fruit plantion”  for  Young & Old 
For Young and Old, for art lovers and culture  interst, educatief & and relaxed  

In the same area, are fruit plantations,  
and a strawberry farm where you can collect your own fruit.  
All real organic like we do at our home  with rice and vegetables  
that growing around our houses.  (Nice for a 1 h. Stop) ,  
and we have more nice’s stops if you like ! 

31                     Raminten restaurant  
A very nice middle class Indonesian restaurant, (also western dishes) 

wonderful decorations.       Great for family with kids!!! 

On the way home from Merapi Volcano area  we advice : 

Entrance Fee;  Rp 30.000 

Entrance Fee;  Rp 30.000 
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Even if museums aren’t really your thing, the Ullen Sentalu Museum,  
crowned as Indonesia’s best museum by National Geographic, is a must-visit. 
The Ullen Sentalu museum exhibits a privately owned collection  
that illustrates history from the era of the Mataram Kingdom,  
one of Indonesia’s most powerful kingdoms from the 8th Century  
that built the Borobudur and most of the temples in Yogyakarta today. 
 

It is the private museum from Haryono family. It displays relics  
and artifacat about royal houses and ‘kraton’ (King’s palace)of Java,  
such as Yogyakarta and Surakarta.     
But also lot of Moderne Art! 
 

Most of our guests that love culture and art are very happy to visit this place 

32  Delve into Secrets of the Ancient Past at  
the Ullen Sentalu Museum 

For Young and Old, for art lovers and culture  interst, educatief & and relaxed  

32  Block to combine Merapi volcano ar-

About 1 hour is the nice tour by a perfect English speaking very friendly guide,           
who make the history a live for you and your friends 
Entrance Fee;   60.000 rp.  4 € / 5 $   a person ) Incl. Guide  

Optional  Lunch:  Beukenhof  ***  
famouse Dutch / French / Italian style restaurant 

 Part of Ullen Sentalu museum. 
For a more formal lunch nin Western / French / Italian style restaurant. 

Maincourse about  70.000 till   120.000 Rp  

Optional  Lunch:   Coffee  Klotok,  

Real local, Java traditional, nice place . 

The self-service, authentic traditional Javan foods and drinks. 

Real easy walk in the kitchen with your plate,  

take what you like 

About 8 different dishes,  price about 15.000 Rp for a plate! 

 Lovely Fried banana  10.000 Rp a portion of 2 pices. 

ovely if you like real local food and local ambiance.  
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At first sight, the rectangular pool of the Umbul Ponggok might look just like a 
regular public pool, only slightly oversized. But if you stare deeper into the 
water (literally), you will be in for a surprise.  
 

The sand and boulders that cover the floor of the Umbul Ponggok are brought 
to life by many strange props and a kaleidoscope of freshwater fish. Rent a 
snorkeling kit and swim with a school of fish. Or better yet, rent an underwater 
camera or get someone to take underwater pictures for you. Remember to bring 
your own unique props or costumes for even more outlandish pictures! 
 

Fun and exiting for our  Young Guests. ( selfies!) 

It is in Klaten about 1 ,5 hour drive from Alamanda villa’s.  

Umbul Ponggok 
Entrance Fee;   + Rp 20.000   € 1,25   $ 1,50  per person   

33    RELEASE YOUR INNER AQUAMAN:  
UMBUL PONGGOK 

Fun for the Younger one’s 
About 1 hour drive from Alamanda villas 

33 –34  Block to combine  East Yogyakarta 

Can be done in combination with the Prambanan Temple,  
Klaten Sugar factory, that also have a Kids fun park ( small),  
OUR Klaten Country tour. 

34                   ON THE WAY TO OUR BACK FROM  
RELEASE YOUR INNER AQUAMAN: UMBUL PONGGOK  

 

WE LOVE TO SHOW YOU A OTHER  

COUNTRY AREA JUST BEHIND SUGAR FACTORY 

The hinterland of the Klaten sugar factory / Prambanan temple  

is completely different to that of Alamanda.  

This is the area of the tobacco plantations, tobacco dry sanding,  

building stone bakeries, chicken farms,  

and landscape with many contrasts, flat with spontaneous small mountains, 

and always in the background the volcano Merapie  

and the mountains on the coast. 

The distances are not big, but we make a lot of stops,  

to view everything from close up.  
 

Depending on your wishes, the trip is 2 to 3 hours. 
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The Gondang Baru sugar mill in Central Java is a living reminder of the industry's 
glorious past. It is located in Plawikan village in the subdistrict of Jogonalan in Klaten 
regency. Built in 1860, when it was known as Gondang Winangoen mill, it continues 
producing sugar to this day. PG Gondang Baru remains at a maximum of nine months 
per year. 

In 19th century, while Indonesia was being a colonial state, it was golden year for 
sugar mass export to Europe. Billions hectares sugarcane field were created by 
colonial government and private sector, hundreds tons of sugar were shipped to 
Europe. Locomotives, big machines, workers, technologies, seeds, etc., are focused 
on the sugar industries. Sugar factory was big and huge, set up on hundreds hectares 
area.     

The mill itself may be the most fascinating sight , it is open to the public even during 
production. 

"Many foreign tourists also come here, mostly from the Netherlands, particularly 
those who once lived in Indonesia. They are nostalgic and want to commemorate the 
glorious times of the sugar industry."   The factory has still the old “Stork” machine 
working from begin 1900. 

The old “Dutch Sugar Factory  
in Klaten     (45 min. drive from Alamanda) 

35   Block to combine Prambanan temple  
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This nice waterfall is only 15 Minutes from the Pindul cave. 
On our way we will see the nice panorama routes,  
see countryside from the high of the mountain.  
You can see Eucalyptus plantations, the leaves that are usually used for 
Indonesian ‘Minyak Kayu Putih’, a traditional oil that helps for everything 
 

Our arrival spot is near the river. 
But before we start the journey, let’s try some local snacks at ‘warung’  
(small restaurant) at the docking place for small ferry.  
 

This small boat will bring us about 10 minutes to the waterfall.  
With the water-drum sounds form ferry and the beautiful scenery 
 you can feel the great adventure! 
 

Back from the waterfall, we also love to show you  
the other local speciality of this area,  
young coconuts on small fire heated.  
 

All this journey will take about 2 hours. A great time for your new 
experience!  

 Sri Gethuk Waterfall    Entrance Fee;   Rp 100.000   $ 8   /  €  6   per person  
Inc. Ferry, entry ticket, snacks and drinks.  
 

Transport is 15 minutes drive from Pindul cave,  
and it will be good with the combination tour in this area!  

36  SRI GETHUK WATERFALL  about 2 h. 

36   Our block  easy to combine with Cave & White Beaches  
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   Make you own Yogya Silver  
Decoration 

in about 2,5 h. 
Only on reservation before !!!      

Our very  populair Short Course (easy for EVERY AGE!!) 

The duration of this short course is 1 -2 hours.  
You will be instructed by a silversmith to make either a ring, earrings,  or pendant in just a short time.  
The participants do all the processes from-designing through to forging, carving, soldering, polishing 
etc.  
The instructor will only demonstrate and help to improve your items.             
By the end of the course, you will be proud of the results and not believe that you just made the 
jewellery by yourself. 
The best time is from 09.00 till 11.00 or 13.00 till 15.00 Instruction in English or French 
Make your own ring  or  hanger,  earring (4 grams silver)    

Silver course a person incl. The material  is  + 230.000 Rb     16  € / 19 $      
 ( depence the size of the ring, hanger...) 

Full day Course 

With more time and more material, you can make more intricate silver jewellery. Also, many who 

completed the short course return and join this session in order to improve on their skills. 

09.00 am – 03.00 pm (1 hour lunch break) 

You will enjoy: 

– Use of craftsman tools 

– 6 hours of instruction (Indonesian, English and French speaking silversmith) 

– Your personally created piece of silver jewellery (8 grams maximum) 

– Lunch with local menu 

Silver course a person incl. The material  is  + 500.000 Rb     32  € / 38 $       
( depence the size of the ring, hanger...) 

Workshop  40 
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Always a great success is visiting the Batik home production Winosastro  
 

This old family company show you how to make the real traditional batik,  
it is a highlight on our city tour. 
 

This company is not a real tourist place, so we love it to be one on one with 
the lovely workers, most of them all ready more than 20 years working their. 
The owner love to keep the tradition of batik making going on, so lot of 
schools come here for a batik course  
and go home with there own hand make batik 50 x 50 cm. 
 

Also for our guest they are happy to help you to make in around 1½ hour 
your own  wonderfully 50 x 50 cm, or bigger decoration, 
You can use it as a table decoration, as a gift for them who stay home!  
You can make your own design,  (or get help from sample drawings) choice your 
own color.   The lovely staff love to help you to make it look like professional,   
 even you can use the copper antique, batik stamps. 

The price for this wonderful 1,5 hour experience is only   
100.000 rp  7  € / 7,5 $ A person and you got your own batik home! 

YOU CAN START BETWEEN 08.00 AND 14.30 H.!! 

Workshop 41  Batik course in  + 1.5 h.  ALL AGES  
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Workshop  43 

In the area of the Borobudur , there is small pottery village, where people 

make  nice daily using pottery products. 
 

It is nice to see them active, on a very creative but also very easy and way they 

make with there hands and foots on the some time  fast, nice products. 
 

If you like, you can to join them for a short hour, make a stupa who you can 

use as a ashtray, our as a table decor,  If you like off course you can stay 

longer and make other nice use products 

Pottery Making at Klipoh village  / Or at Kasonang 

Cost  + 100.000 IDR. (7 € / 8 $)  a person ) MOST PEOPLE SPEND HERE ABOUT 1 H. 

We help you to dry and pack your to day make creation to take home , so you can show your friends! 

Pottery in the heart  
of the potters region Kasonang 

If you like more modern art our clasc style,  

we have also a nice workshop in the heart of the potterij area  

of  Yogyakarta 

Kasonang.  

 

Pottery Making  
at Klipoh village near Borobudur Temple 
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Workshop  44 

There collections are based on current trends, your desires and with 
regular renewal. They are particularly keen to different ethnicity around 
us.  
There unique creations come from an ethnic and handmade concept with 
indonesian best materials.  Inspired from Indian, hippie, vintage and dayak 
style all our products have their own stories ...  
The owners are leather lovers, half Indonesian half french, 
They have travel all over the world to get inspiration for all leather 

creations.  

Kaula is specialized in the creation of unique leather accessories such as 

bags, purses, wallets, cases, jewelry ... Thanks to the various orders we are 

addressed, we have a very wide and original collection of product. 

There desire is to share there passion and transmit this knowledge by 

workshop or personal demands. Each creation is the respond to a real 

demand from people who care to have original and authentic items and 

artistic leather handcrafting through Kaula. Working in a manual way, the 

products are durable and strong. All the details are perfect from 

Make your own leather,  
Cost around 350.000—500.000  Rp.  A day  depending what you make and the need of material! 

Make your own leather,  
bracelet, wallet, handbag, earring ....  

The owners off this leather workshop love to help you, to create someing very 

personal, Learn and show you the technics of cutting, coloring,  sewing this 

active day. 
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Day 1   

KRATON (SULTAN PALACE)  AND/OR WATER PALACE 

PASAR BERINGHARJO  (the famous local market )  

LOCAL LUNCH ( we suggest Gudek or Soto Ayam) 

we will have 40 minutes drive to Prambanan temple 

+ 15.00 PRAMBANAN TEMPLE (See tour 2b for complete) 

OLD CITY TOUR  (See tour 1:) 

After lunch, we will drive you home,   

Our if time is short Direct to Prambanan Temple 

Prambanan enterance ticket $ 25  per person  
        *You can buy combi ticket for Borobudur/ Prambanan that save $5  
 (these price are not for Indonesian passport) 
 Kids will get 50% discount, and also students (show student card) 
          The combi ticket can only be used 2 connecting day’s! 
          (not possible in combination with Sun rise Borobudur tour!!) 

For the guests who are (unfortunately) only briefly in Yogyakarta,  
and yet want to see as much of the altitude as possible. 
 

We have the following Suggestion: 
 

The best is the 1st day recovering from traveling, and have a relax program 
visit the old city of Yogyakarta in the morning. 
Afternoon visit the Temple Prambanan for sunfall. (See the info  tour 1 and tour 4) 
 

2nd Day, early in the morning Borobudur, (info Tour 3)  
and the afternoon of your choice shopping  
or one of the other blocks choose options that Yogyakarta offers. 
 

If you fly late in the afternoon, 
 you can also visit the Prambanan temple on the way to the airport.  
The temple is 15 minutes away from there. 

Becak RIDE,  from Kraton to Local Market  
about 10 minutes  (Traditional bike taxi in Yogyakarta)  

For Dinner we suggest you our 20 dishes “RIJSTTAFEL”  

Indonesian Rice Table!  75.000 rp. A person “YOU WE LOVE IT” 

Follow page 11 

For Guests that only have a Short stay  
Our Suggestion is 
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TOUR 2B AFTERNOON 

Day 2  

 Borobudur  entrance ticket $ 25 per person (after 06.15 am) 
        *You can buy combi ticket for Borobudur/ Prambanan that save $5  
 (these price are not for Indonesian passport) 
 Kids will get 50% discount, and also students (show student card) 

          The combi ticket can only be used 2 connecting day’s! 

          (not possible in combination with Sun rise Borobudur tour!!) 

BEST TIME: 03.30 breakfast 03.45 DEPART  

BEST TIME: 06.30/07.00 (work day)  05.30/ 06.00 (weekend) 

BOROBUDUR TEMPLE       see tour 3 

MENDUT TEMPLE   

MONASTERY OF THE BOROBUDUR MONKS 

A SHORT VISIT, TO VERY NICE GRANDMOTHER,  
IN HER HOUSE CLOSE TO THE PAWON TEMPLE  

PAWON TEMPLE 

In the same area we have a lot of other places we can visit  

if you like: see our blocks. 

Refresh,  ( may be short sleep for Sunrise guests! :-) ) 
Afternoon all up to you make a choice from all our items  
Our just nice shopping “it is YOUR Holiday! 

BOROBUDUR SUNRISE TOUR  see tour 5  

Entrance Fee;  for SUNRISE via Special V.I.P entrée Borobudur  
is Rp 450.000 + € 27    $ 31 per person  
Inc. Coffee/tea and snacks after tour , and a nice batik souvenir 

LUNCH AT HOME   ( Alamanda Villas)  

For Guests that only have a Short stay  
Our Suggestion is 

Both tours we also visit! 
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NETHERLANDS 

Capital Jakarta 

Surface 1,904,569 km² 

Inhabitant + 260. Mill. 

Currency   rupee (IDR) 

5100 KM 

ALAMANDA VILLAS, 

 POOL 

& ADVENTURE 

ALAMANDA VILLAS, 

TO  

CITY CENTER 

7 KM  


